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Red Poppy Banner
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Perrette Samouiloff

 

Here's a cheerful Red Poppy Banner, designed by Perrette Samouiloff. The cross stitch pattern features a lovely
vertical border of red poppies and wild grass. To the right are children that have come back from a walk in the
fields. A little girl is pushing a wheelbarrow, another one is carrying a huge basket full of flowers and yet another
has come across some apples. A tiny little one is whispering some secret to her bigger brother. It's summer.
Everyone is having fun. Life is good!   The stitched piece can easily be mounted as a banner with a simple piece of
wood at each end and a pretty ribbon to hang the top part.   Regarding the fabric color for the background, you can
stitch this pattern on either natural linen or white/cream colored fabric (see below right).    

 

A cross stitch pattern by Perrette Samouiloff.

>> see more patterns by Perrette Samouiloff
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Red Poppy Banner

Chart size in stitches: 89 x 200 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, Three-quarter cross stitch

Chart:  Color

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 15

Themes: Poppies, wild flowers, fields, summer, countryside, children, red 

 

>> see more Happy childhood patterns by Perrette Samouiloff
>> see all poppy patterns (all designers)
 

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-poppy-banner-cross-stitch-xml-296_299-2791.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=2791&w=89&h=200
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-happy-childhood-collection-xsl-296_299_300.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/poppy-cross-stitch-patterns-xsl-211_273_540.html


All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-poppy-banner-cross-stitch-xml-296_299-2791.html

